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1 Abstract
Despite the success of deep learning methods on object recognition tasks, one of the challenges
deep learning systems face in the real world is the ability to perform well on the visually different
data samples i.e. under a distribution shift caused by the samples of the same object category but
from the significantly different visual domain. Many approaches have been proposed in both of
these settings, however, not many other works focus on the generative modeling in this context,
neither focus studying the structure of hidden representations learned by the deep learning models.
We hypothesize that learning the generative factors and studying the structures of features learned
by the models can allow us to develop new methodology for domain generalization and domain
adaption setting. In this work, we propose a new methodology by designing a Variational Au-
toencoder (VAE) based model with structured three-part latent code representing specific aspects
of data. We also make use of adversarial approaches to make model robust towards changes in
visual domains, to improve the domain generalization performance. For the domain adaptation,
we make use of semi-supervised learning as a primary tool to adapt model parameters to learn the
new data distribution of the target domain. We propose a novel variation of data augmentation used
in semi-supervised methods based on the latent code sampling. We also propose a new adversarial
constraint for domain adaptation which does not require explicit information about the ’domain’ of
the new data sample. From empirical evaluation, our method performs on par with the other state
of the art methods in domain generalization setting, while improving state of the art for multiple
datasets in the domain adaptation setting.
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2 Motivation and Objectives
2.1 Motivation
Robustness of machine learning systems to perform well the inputs on the previously unseen char-
acteristics is an important factor that decides effectiveness of such systems in the real world. This
problem is not limited to any data modality liker vision or natural language processing. Neither is
limited to any application domains. one of the example of application area is the healthcare sector.
Machine learning based medical diagnosis assistants need to be able to generalize well on the set
of patients it has not seen before. New set of patients may exhibit anatomical or pathological char-
acteristics ML model has not seen before. Another change can be in the sensor quality, artifacts
involved because of the data collection process. Often-times, datasets used contain the information
about these changes or ‘groups’. This auxiliary data or meta-data often gets ignored. We hypothe-
size there can be a great value in utilizing this additional information present in the datasets. This
additional data can be as simple as patient ID or more detailed data about the patient’s condition.
Changes like these can be considered under the research area of domain generalization and adap-
tation, by considering the ‘group’ information as the domain related information. For this study,
we will limit to the computer vision application and the task of object classification; however, we
proposed methods and learning can be extended to other application areas.
2.2 Objectives
The core objective of this work is to build a domain generalization and adaptation framework by
leveraging generative modeling, and in particular VAEs, which is the area less explored. Not many
in depth studies exist on this topic that visually analyze the representations learned by the networks
in detail. We also plan to perform in-depth ablation study of the effectiveness of components of the
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framework developed. For the domain adaptation method, we aim to build a method that can adapt
to any number of (≥ 1) of source and target domains. Although in this work, we’ll be considering
the computer vision application and the image classification task, we aim to develop a generic
framework, which can be adapted to other applications and tasks.
3
3 Background
In this section, we will briefly introduce the terminologies and concepts that are part of the pro-
posed methodology.
3.1 Domain Generalization
Generalization in machine learning refers to the models ability to perform well or generalize to
the previously unseen, new data samples. While in typical setting of machine learning models, no
special assumption is made about the data samples on which generalization ability of the model is
tested. Sometimes, it’s ensured that data distribution of the data samples on which generalization
power is being measured is represented sufficiently in the seen or the training samples.
The goal of the domain generalization methods is to perform well across the data domains
and evaluated by the performance on the data samples from an unseen domain(s). The ’domain’
refers to the particular setting in which images or data samples are recorded, and domain assumed
to have significant effect on the characteristics of the input. Data within a domain assumed to
reflect commonalities belonging to that domain while data samples from different domains differ
significantly for the aspects influenced by the domain. A simple example of such domain can be
images of cats taken in an common indoor setting vs images taken in the forest.
3.2 Domain Adaptation
Domain adaptation(DA) approaches consider a scenario where models can learn from or adapt to
the target domain data, but without the ground truth labels. Domain adaptation is considered as a
sub-category of more popular transfer learning. Domain adaptation assumes that the source and the
target domains share a same or similar feature space but they differ in the data distribution. Transfer
learning includes all scenarios where the target dataset can have significantly different feature space
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or even task description. The shift in source and target feature distributions, mentioned above, is
popularly termed as ’domain shift’ in the DA setting. One of the essential desired characteristic of
the domain adaptation methods is the capability to update the learned distribution to accommodate
and perform well on this new distribution.
From learning methodology perspective, domain adaptation methods can be broadly classi-
fied as unsupervised, semi-supervised and weakly-supervised methods, while unsupervised setting
being the most common setting studied.
3.3 Representation learning
Representation learning refers to the task of learning representations of the data that makes it eas-
ier to extract useful information about the relationships between categories, and which in turn can
make the easier to analyze and improve downstream tasks like classification [1]. Our proposed
approach is centered around the representation learning and disentangled representation learning.
We explore representation learning based approach that makes use of generative modeling to learn
the representations. In the context of probabilistic generative modeling, which is central to our ap-
proach, representation learning is the ability to capture the posterior distributions of the generative
factors for the observed data.
3.4 Generative Modeling
In generative modeling, data under consideration is assumed to have generated from the underlying
distribution defined by the generative factors which we’re interested in learning. Popular types of
generative models include Gaussian mixture models, Bayesian Network (ex. Naive Bayes), Hid-
den Markov Models, Boltzmann Machines (ex. Restrictive Bolzmann Machines, Belief Networks),
Autoencoders etc. With the success of deep learning, generative methods with deep learning have
been proposed, termed as deep generative models (DGMs). Also, many of the classical generative
modeling methods have been modified to incorporate deep learning as the learning process. For
example, deep variational autoencoders, Gaussian Mixture Models with Deep neural networks,
5
along with methods like Deep belief networks, generative adversarial networks (GANs), energy
based models etc.. Generative models and methods aim to learn the generative factors of the data
and can be used to generate data samples from the learned distributions by manipulating them.
Discriminative models solely focus on identifying the differences between the categories of inter-
est. Generative models are sometimes also employed for discriminative task, to discriminate based
on the generative features learned for different categories or classes of interest. Discriminative task
is either treated as as a downstream task or are trained for both generative and discriminative tasks
simultaneously.
Out of the different generative models mentioned above, deep VAEs and GANs have gained
popularity in recent years, due to their success of learning complex factors and generating new high
resolution, realistic looking images. Particularly, GANs are current state of the art for generating
high resolution imagery. However, for the representation learning and disentanglement learning
setting, VAEs are a more common choice. With VAEs we can observe the latent features extracted
by the model for a given input. We can also visualize the relationships between the features of
inputs from different categories, both of which would be difficult to do with the GANs.
3.5 Disentanglement learning
Disentangled representation learning in the generative modeling context is the ability of the ma-
chine learning system to learn the independent variables, each of which is defining separate salient
factors of variation, guiding the data generation process. In a typical setting of variational autoen-
coders(VAEs), it has been observed in the that, each of the units in the stochastic bottleneck layer
can capture the change in different data generative factors [20], [11]. This behavior arises from the
typical design choice that each latent unit in the VAE is assumed to have independent Gaussian
distribution. In the context of images, such factors can be color, object size, rotation angle etc..
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3.6 Variational Autoencoder
Autoencoders are a popular family of models used for the generative modeling purpose, to learn a
rich and meaningful set of features from the dataset. Analogy can be made to the dimensionality
reduction approaches in classical machine learning. A common hypothesis is that learning this
small set of features from high dimensional data can give us meaningful set of features that are ac-
tually useful for the downstream tasks or to analyze the generative factors of the data etc.. In case
of autoencoders, this mapping from high dimensional data to low dimensional space is learned by
the neural network termed as encoder. A Decoder network is also trained simultaneously to recon-
struct the original data sample from this low dimensional representation, to avoid trivial solutions
and ensure that meaningful features are being captured. Fig. 1 shows a typical autoencoder archi-
tecture. Each or at least some of the units in the ’bottleneck’ layer in the autoencoder is assumed
to learn some generative factor of the data.
Figure 1: A typical autoencoder schematic. Image reference: [54]
The variational autoencoders (VAEs) are based on the similar idea as the autoencoders with
one distinction. In autoencders, the ’bottleneck’ layer is a deterministic layer i.e. each input gets
mapped to a exact vector in the latent space. VAEs instead learn a stochastic bottleneck layer
i.e. they learn a distribution for each of the latent unit in the bottleneck layer. Assumption is
that the generative factors of the data exhibit a distribution, so learning a model that can directly
express the distribution can be better suited. Also, VAEs create a much more continuous latent
space representations than autoencoders, which can be useful to observe the effect of change in
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generative factor values. To learn the latent distributions, each unit in the bottleneck is assumed to
have a Gaussian prior(Gaussian is a common choice, and is a hyper-parameter) and the posterior
distributions are parameterized as Gaussians with a diagonal co-variance matrix. Fig. 2 shows the
schematics of the typical autoencoder with a Gaussian prior.
Figure 2: A typical variational autoencoder schematic. Image reference: [54]
Formally, let’s consider that we have some data distribution reprenseted by x and consider
latent generative feature set to be learned is z. If we want to learn the generative model for x, we





We can assume assume pθ(z) to be a gaussian prior, for the term pθ(x|z) we can employ a decoder
neural network to learn the mapping, same as in autoencoders. However, the integral term over z




This posterior would also be intractable because of the continuous pθ(x) term. This problem can be
solved by employing an encoder network, qθ(z|x), to estimate pθ(z|x). With this data likelihood



















; where DKL refers to the KL-divergence. As we saw earlier, pθ(z|xi) term is intractable. But
since KL is always >= 0; we can treat the first two terms as the lower bound, commonly termed
as Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) and optimize the neural network to maximize just this lower
bound. The first term in ELBO maximizes the likelihood of the original input being reconstructed
and is enforced with reconstruction loss between reconstruction and the input data, for example,
a mean squared error. The second term in ELBO, the KL term, encourages posterior to be close
the to the prior and thus acts as a regularizer that can restrict which features can get encoded. We
aim to learn a distribution in a latent space and sample from it, but the sampling operation being
stochastic, we can’t backpropagate through the sampling function. Instead, we can train VAE by
using the ‘re-parameterization trick’ [29]. With this, we learn the deterministic mean(µ) and the
standard deviation(σ). The noise, varepsilon, will be sampled from the fixed standard Gaussian
N(µ = 0, σ = 1). Thus the sampling operation becomes z = µ+ σ ∗ ε and the gradients can now
flow through to allow training.
Write about the Re-parameterization trick
3.7 Learning better representations with Mixup
In typical supervised learning setting, the goal is to find a mapping function of interest f ∈ F ,
between data distribution X and the target variables Y which follows a joint distribution P (X, Y ).
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In deep learning, this is achieved by minimizing a loss or an objective function l, also known as
an Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) [50]. Since the true data is distribution is unknown in
many real world scenarios, P is learned to minimize an empirical distribution. Many approaches
like Vicinal Risk Minimization (VRM) have been proposed to approximate the true distribution.
Mixup [59] is a generic form of vicinal distribution which proposes to create convex combinations
of data samples and their labels to train neural networks with. These combinations can be created
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is a new interpolated instance on which we can train the neural network on. The λ values are
sampled typically, from a symmetric Beta distribution given by; (α, α). Higher value of α typically
acts as a higher regularization as it presents network to classify ’harder’ examples. Such mixup
can be performed in the input space or any latent feature space of the neural network layers.Mixup
training encourages models to learn the clusters of the classes that are well separated from each
other and are tight. Mixup training also helps to create a smoother decision boundaries. Both of
these qualities are assumed to potentially help with the better generalization. Many variants of the
Mixup techniques like input mixup [59], manifold mixup [51], CutMix [58], SnapMix [22] etc.
have been proposed. For this work, we employ the generic form as presented in [59] and [51]. The
mixup training is assumed to create the representations better suited for generalization purpose.




Semi-supervised learning (SSL) is an approach to build machine learning models by utilizing a
small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data to learn the desired task. This
problem setting focuses on reducing number of labeled data requirements to achieve high perfor-
mance. Reducing label complexity can results in cost savings since data labeling can be a very
expensive process in many applications. In some of the applications, data labeling may require an
expert knowledge where labeling process becomes even more costly and difficult. Semi-supervised
approaches assume that even though we do not have labels for the unlabeled data, under certain
assumptions, and utilizing the small amount of labeled data, we can learn from the unlabeled data
and gain significant improvements in performance. In a typical supervised learning setting, we
have a dataset X and the associated target variables Y which follows a joint distribution P (X, Y ).
And the goal is to learn the function f ∈ F that maximizes the Ex,y∼p(x,y)[logp(y|x)]. Whereas,
in semi-supervised learning, we have a labeled dataset DL : (x, y) ∼ p(x, y) and an unlabeled
dataset DU : x ∼ p(x). A common assumption is made about the unlabeled dataset that unlabeled
data comes from the same distribution as represented by P (X, Y ). The goal of the SSL method-
ologies is to figure out how to utilize the unlabeled data to learn better from or impose constraints
on learning from the labeled data. Alternatively, some methods also focus on estimating the label
associations or other information about the the unlabeled data based on the labeled data to learn
from. Some other methods impose unsupervised constraints by on the labeled and the unlabeled
data, based on the cluster assumptions.
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4 Related Work
4.1 Generative Modeling with VAEs
Variational autoencoders have been quite successful in learning meaningful set of genereative fea-
tures of the data, which provide an ease to analyze the learned features for any given input sample,
unlike GANs. Since the ‘vanilla’ version of variational autoencoders that can be trained with back-
propagation algorithm as presented in [29], many other variations have been proposed which either
claim to achieve higher disentanglement performance or better reconstruction quality, some vari-
ants aim to learn the richer latent space by imposing priors other than the Gaussian, while some
other alleviate the problem of ‘posterior collapse’ with VAEs, etc.. [20] proposes a β penalty over
the KL-divergence term in the VAE objective. Higher β values results in higher disentanglement
performance, with the trade-off of the reconstruction quality. Wasserstein VAE [48] introduce the
Wasserstein distance as a regularizer over latent space and report improved reconstruction quality.
[31] propose to use GAN objective by stacking a discriminator after the decoder of VAE, promot-
ing VAE to increase the reconstruction quality. Works such as [10], [57] propose use of modeling
the latent space with the mixture of Gaussian to perform the clustering and to capture the richer
semantic features. For this work, we are only considering the vanilla VAE and the β-VAE ver-
sions - since we are not focused on achieving good reconstructions but on achieving better domain
generalization/adaptation performance. Better reconstruction quality is assumed to not necessarily
strongly correlate with the classification performance in DA/DG setting. Also, experimentally, we
find for our case, using a Gaussian prior is good enough.
The work presented in [36] claimed with empirical evidence that purely unsupervised disen-
tanglement learning may not be possible without the inductive biases, introduced from the model
architecture, objective function and/or the data. It also shows that well-disentangled models can-
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not be distinguished without supervision. In this work we impose explicit inductive biases in the
model architecture and the supervised objectives, based on our hypothesis about the methodology
that can yield better DG/DA performance. Another recent work presented in [39] proposes that
higher disentanglement performance does not strongly correlate with the combinatorial general-
ization i.e generalization on combinations of generative factors unseen during training. However,
experiments in that work primarily focussed on vanilla VAE models trained in an unsupervised
manner; and they evaluate generalization based on the reconstruction quality disentanglement
score; and on limited synthetic datasets; - all of which differ from our approach and the problem
setting.
4.2 Domain Generalization
Many of approaches that have been proposed for the domain generalization can be broadly catego-
rized into three types: (a) Model-level methods, (b) Feature-level methods, (c) Data-level methods.
Model-level methods modify model architecture to have separate modules to encode information
about each of the domains. [17] leveraged multi-task learning with separate decoders for each of
the domains, [34] proposes low rank decomposition based method for separate domains, while
[12] proposes adding domain specific aggregation modules for each domain. One of the limitation
of such approaches lies in the design principal that network parameter complexity increases with
the number of source domains. These methods do not allow network to learn the invariance to do-
mains but guide the flow of information through network based on the domain label. Feature-level
methods like [16], [35] introduce adversarial constraints to remove domain information from la-
tent features, [40] and [44] explore approach to project samples from the same class close to each
other. [24], and [3] propose VAE based method that rely on the KL-divergence term to restrict
the information being encoded about the domain identities. Data-level methods like [46] propose
domain guided perturbations across multiple domains while [52] presents approach of adversarial
perturbations that is possible even with a single source domain. These approaches aim to increase
diversity of the original data samples by injecting cross-domain knowledge into instances.
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Recent success of self-supervised learning has inspired many DG methods utilizing self-supervision
tasks as a pre-training or a joint onjective. [6] and [4] use the task of solving Jigsaw puzzle to im-
prove the generalization performance. While, [14] makes use of rotation angle prediction task as
an auxiliary objective and reports improvement in the domain generalization performance.
4.3 Domain Adaptation
Recent advancements in semi-supervised learning and weak-supervised learning have inspired a
new set of domain adaptation frameworks. [28] focuses on reducing the intra-cluster discrepancy
between the source and target domain clusters. For this purpose, authors propose a DA specific
domain adaptive adversarial perturbation method and a scheme to align the local features in class
dependent manner. [25] proposes a general bidirectional adversarial training scheme that instead
of adding noise in arbitrary direction, guides the network to close the domain gap (aka domain
shift) in more structured manner. Amongst other methods, [18] proposed a conditional entropy
minimization approach to domain adaptation. [33] proposed a pseudo-label based semi-supervised
learning. Many of recent approaches like [38], [9], [47] make the cluster assumption - decision
boundaries should not cross high-density regions [7]. [38] proposes adversarial perturbations to
create robust decision boundaries, [9] analyzes use of combined training of GAN and the SSL
classification objectives while [47] proposes iterative adversarial training and combines objectives
from the other works like entropy minimization and mixup training.
[37] is a model-level method that proposes to use separate layers for encoding information
about each of the domains. And then uses adversarial training to reduce the joint maximum mean
discrepancy(JMMD) between the domains to reduce the shift between the domains. Some of the
other methods that focus on the feature alignment include [44] which uses difference in moments of
the source and the target distributions to measure the domain gap and close it while [35] uses MMD
measure to measure and minimize the gap. [16] proposed one of the very first domain adversarial
training strategies which uses adversarial trained neural networks instead of measure like moments
or MMD to measure the discrepancy. An adversarial branch is trained to classify the embeddings
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of the source and the target domains. The backbone network is encouraged to maximize the loss of
this branch which can be done by making source and the target representations indistinguishable.
[55] extends this idea by incorporating mixup objective into the adversarial training.
Domain adaptation approaches presented in the literature are evaluated in one of the following
manner based on number of source and target domains: (a) one source-one target [16], [37], (b)
multi source-multi target, (c) multi source-one target [44], [56] (d) one source-multi target [8]
settings. Among these, (a) and (c) are the most common choices in the literature.
An another way domain adaptation approaches are classified in the literature is open-set vs
closed-set setting. Closed set [16], [24] is the setting where assumption is made that the source
and the target domains have same classes or categories of interest present. Open set [5] setting
makes no such assumption and target domain may or may not have categories from source domain
present. Closed set is the popular setting studied while open-set methods have good overlap with
the area of study of meta-learning. Closed-set methods are the area of focus of this work.
15
5 Methodology
5.1 Generative modeling with the variational autoencoder framework
For building generative model, we utilize deep variational autoencoder(VAE) framework. We aim
to the learn the latent generative factors z from the training data distribution x by learning the
likelihood pθ(x|z). VAE models the generative distribution of data x, pθ(x|z); with a decoding
neural network parameterized by θ. It then models the approximated posterior distribution of
the latent variable z, qθ(z|xn), by another encoding neural network parameterized by φ. This
gives rise to a encoding-decoding architecture that can be optimized by maximizing the evidence
lower bound (ELBO) of the marginal likelihood of the observed data xnNn=1. β-VAE [20] is a
variant of the VAE that increases the penalty on the KL divergence term in the ELBO objective





qφ(z|xn)[log pθ(xn|z)]− βKL[qφ(z|xn)||p(z)] (8)
where p(z) defines the prior distribution of z and KL(||) refers to the non-negative Kullback-
Leibler divergence between the prior and the approximate posterior. As a common practice, the
prior is often assumed to be an isotropic Gaussian N (0, 1), and the posterior q(z|x) distributions
are parameterized as Gaussians with a diagonal co-variance matrix. The value of the β penalty
indicates the amount of regularization on the latent space and so also has the effect on the classifi-
cation performance. The first term of the Eq. 8 can be approximated with the reconstruction error
between the reconstruction generated by the decoder and the input; and can be approximated by
the mean squared error or binary cross entropy formulation.
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5.2 Domain generalization via disentanglement and adversarial learning
5.2.1 Systematic disentangled representation learning
For our domain generalization and adaptation purpose, we extend the concept of vanilla VAE with
single latent code z further by splitting the bottleneck layer into three separate latent factors or
codes. We assume that image generation process is guided by a three high level sets of factors -
class identity related factors, visual domain identity related factors, and the factors that are common
across classes domains or ’noise’ factors. In class identity related code, we can force network
to explicitly encode the factors related to the class identity of the input samples, and encourage
invariance to the which domain the sample came from and to the noise factors; via adversarial
constraints. The second code can be used to explicitly encode the specific domain related factors,
while being invariant of the class identity noise factors. And an additional noise code can be used
to encode common factors or noise while being invariant to both class and the domain identity.
Since we aim to model three separate codes clas(C), domain(D) and noise(Noi) in the VAE





qφ(z|xn)[log pθ(xn|z)]− (βCKL[qφ′ (zC |xn)||p(zC)]+
βDKL[qφ′′ (zD|xn)||p(zD] + βNoiKL[qφ′′′ (zNoi|xn)||p(zNoi])
(9)
; where z = zC ⊕ zD ⊕ zNoi and ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation over samples obtained
from class code, domain code and the noise code. To encode class and domain related information
in specific codes by making use of class and domain labels that are available, we can minimize the







; where ŷ is the estimated output probability of sample belonging to class C. Since we aim to
encode class as well as domain related information, overall supervised loss would be aggregate of
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object classification loss (sup-C) and domain classification loss (sup-D):
Lsup−aggr = Lsup−C + Lsup−D (11)
Since model can learn to disentangle the domain related changes from the object category
related changes and the noise, we hypothesize that such ability can help to generalize better. We
will discuss the aforementioned adversarial constraints in the next section.
5.2.2 Domain adversarial learning
As mentioned earlier, we aim to model class identity, domain identity and other noise factors
in independent manner in separate and invariant codes. Previous approaches [21], [3] that use
factorized VAE framework for generalization only use supervised classification losses and rely
on KL-divergence term to limit the information being encoded by each of the factors. However,
from our experiments, we observe empirically, that KL-Divergence penalty is not often enough
constraint and we find that application of adversarial losses can further improve the invariance.
This observation is in accordance with the success of approaches presented in [30], [42] which
utilize explicit adversarial losses to ’remove’ the information about the known factors of variations
from the representations for image manipulation and classification tasks respectively.
In order to impose adversarial losses, we would split each iteration of the the training process
into two steps - (a) steps to train the adversarial branches with the classification loss; (b) steps to
train the VAE with the adversarial loss as calculated by the adversarial branch. We can compute the
classification loss for the adversarial branch with Eq. 12. For the VAE to minimize the adversarial
loss being propagated it’d need to maximize the classification loss for the adversarial branch. Thus,








Ladv = −Lsup−disc (13)
For clarity, with this framework, we will have 4 adversarial losses: (a) Loss to remove domain
information from the class code (adv-DC); (b) Loss to remove class information from the domain
code (adv-CD); (c) and (d): Loss to remove class and domain information from the noise code
(adv-NC adv-ND). Thus, aggregate adversarial loss becomes:
Ladv−aggr = Ladv−DC + Ladv−CD + Ladv−NC + Ladv−ND (14)
Thus, aggregate loss function for domain generalization becomes:
L = ELBO + Lsup−aggr + Ladv−aggr (15)
5.3 Domain Adaptation
The domain adaptation framework extends DG setting further by allowing models to transfer or
adapt to the new domain, without labels, and tests performance after the adaptation process is
complete.
5.3.1 Domain Adaptation via semi-supervised learning:
For our methodology, we consider, label-guessing approaches presented in the semi-supervised
learning, specifically the Mix-Match [2] algorithm. Mix-Match approach performs label guessing
by multiple augmentations of unlabeled data samples, does entropy reduction with temperature-
scaling and mixes labeled and unlabeled data samples with Mixup [51]. In particular, MixMatch
performs K random augmentations of the input image and generates k output probability predic-
tions. These k outputs are then averaged over to generate a single probability estimates over C
classes as shown in Eq. 16. Inspired by success of entropy minimization in SSL, this average


















; where u is an unlabeled data sample, θ are the parameter of the neural network, p is the average
probability outcome from k augmentations, T is the Temperature parameter(a hyper-parameter) for
entropy minimization. As T → 0; output approaches Dirac(one-hot) distribution. We can employ
the same version of label guessing approach to calculate supervised loss for unlabeled data from the
guessed labels. Samples with guessed output probabilities are treated as labeled samples and are
’mixed’ with the labeled samples that have the known ground truth. MixMatch approach assigns
higher weight to the sample with known ground truth while mixing, which allows to minimize the
noise from the incorrectly guessed labels. This mixup typically done in a linear manner. Consider
two data samples x1 and x2 with associated class probabilities, either from the ground truth or
guessed, as y1 and y2 then linear mixup can be given by Eq. 18 to 21.
λ ∼ Beta(α, α) (18)
λ
′












y1 + (1− λ
′
)y2 (21)
; where α > 0 and is a hyper-parameter. α acts as a shape-parameter that defines the Beta
distribution from which mixing proportion λ is sampled. x can be input sample or latent embedding
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and y is the class probability distribution for each class - and is either from the ground truth or is
guessed. Model will be trained on mixed (data, label) pairs (x′ , y′). As we discussed in ??, mixup
training leads to better representations in general. Thus, we employ mixup not just for the domain
adaptation but also in the domain generalization framework. Effect of using mixup is shown in
Fig. 3.
(a) Without Mixup training (b) With Mixup training
Figure 3: Effect of using mixup training on embeddings learned at the class code. Each cluster
represents and is color coded by the digit identity for the training samples of the MNIST dataset.
Mixup training creates well-separated, tight clusters which may help to generalize better.
5.3.2 Augmentation via latent domain code sampling:
We also propose a new technique that can be used in place of or alongside with the input aug-
mentations. Since we are learning separate code to encode the domain related information, in the
VAE latent space, we can pair the generate embeddings in the class code with K samples from
any of the clusters in the domain code. classifier that estimates the class labels for unlabeled data
can predict output distributions for the stacked representations from the class code and the domain
code. We call this approach ’domain augmentation’. Performing domain level augmentations in
the latent space is cheap compared to augmentations in the input space since only single forward
pass is required and can perform on-par with the input augmentations method as we show in the
evaluation section.
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5.3.3 Domain Adaptation via regression adversarial constraints over latent space:
Further, we propose a new adversarial loss based on our observations about the latent space of
VAE. We find that when we train network with K source domains, network, as expected learns K
clusters in the domain code. But when we run inference with samples from new unseen domain,
instead of confusing this new domain with one of the seen domains, network extrapolates and
projects samples to a new cluster in the domain code. If we run inference on two unseen domains,
network projects samples onto two well separated clusters. We can make use this behavior for
domain adaptation, in scenarios where we may get samples from new domain but without the
domain label. Since our previous classification based adversarial loss would not work in this case,
we can use still achieve invariance by computing regression based adversarial loss. To achieve
this, from the embeddings of the class code, we try to estimate the domain code. Since samples
from new domain have distinct cluster in the domain code, network would need to make class code
samples invariant to this new cluster, and we can achieve invariance without needing domain label
information.
(a) Target domain 75◦ (b) Target domains: 30◦ and 75◦
Figure 4: Samples from unseen target domain get projected to a separate cluster in the domain
code.
Since we consider the case of not having domain label for new samples, we can’t use binary
cross entropy loss as we did for classification based losses and instead, we can use ’mean squared
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error’ to estimate the loss to train the adversarial branch as shown in Eq. 22. Loss being back-
propagated can be measured with respect to the prior ofN (0, 1) and given with 23. the We also find
that combining regression and classification based adversarial losses help achieve better domain












||ẑd − zN(0,1)||2 (23)
Thus aggregate loss function for domain adaptation framework becomes:
L = ELBO + λ1Lsup−aggr + λ2Ladv−aggr + λ3Ladv−regr (24)
; where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the scalers that determine the influence of each of the constraints.
Figure 5: High-level schematics of the proposed model architecture. The green boxes indicate the
fully connected branches that backpropagate the classification loss to the backbone model while the




We will evaluate our approach on commonly used benchmark datasets in the DG and DA liter-
ature. The most popular domain generalization benchmark datasets are: “VLCS” [49], [27] and
the MNIST-rotation dataset. ‘VLCS’ contains 5 image categories from four domains: Pascal-VOC
2007, LabelMe, Caltech[13], SUN09 datasets. VLCS dataset has 5 classes: ‘car’, ‘bird’, ‘chair’,
‘dog’, and ‘person’.
For the VLCS dataset, to provide fair comparison with the past methods, we’ll evaluate based
on the models trained on pre-extracted DECAF features[15]
Figure 6: Data samples from the VLCS dataset. Images in the ’V’, ’L’, and ’S’ domains are
scene-centric whereas images in the ’C’ domain are object-centric.
The MNIST-rotation dataset is created by taking a random subset of the original MNIST digits
dataset, has 10 classes of digits from 0 to 9. Images in this subset are rotated at 6 rotation angles -
0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦ and each of the rotation angles is treated as a domain.
To evaluate domain adaptation performance, we will use ‘Digit-Five’ and ‘Office-31’ [45]
datasets. ‘Digit-Five’ dataset is a collection of data samples from five popular digit datasets which
treated as the domains: MNIST [32], MNIST-M [15], Synthetic Digits [15], SVHN [41] and USPS
[23]. It naturally has 10 classes, digits from 0 to 9, and and has varying degrees of similarities with
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one another.
Figure 7: Data samples from the Five Digits dataset. . Abbreviations: mt: MNIST, mm: MNIST-
M, sv: SVHN, sy: Synthetic-Digits,up: USPS
An another commonly used dataset to benchmark the domain adaptation methods is the ‘Office-
31’ dataset consists of images from three visual domains - Amazon, Webcam, and DSLR. [13]. The
dataset contains 4110 images from 31 classes. Images in the ‘Amazon’ domain are the images of
the products on the amazon.com website and are high resolution images with clean backgrounds.
‘DSLR’ domain images are high resolution and low-noise images. Each class has 5 images and
each image has images from, on average, 3 viewing angles. The ‘Webcam’ domain has a lower
resolution images, with much higher amount of noise, color range and other artifacts.
Figure 8: Data samples from the three domains of the Office-31 dataset.
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7 Experiments
For the VLCS dataset, the models are trained with the DECAF[49] features, a set of pre-extracted
1-dimentional features, we use fully connected VAE. Encoder is composed of a single fully con-
nected hidden layer with 4096 units followed by a bottleneck layer of size 1024.
For the MNIST-Rotation dataset, we used a simple CNN with 2 blocks of Convolution-Batch
Normalization-Max Pooling layer sequence, followed by 2 fully connected layers, to get to the
embedding of size 1024. For the model that we used for visual analysis of latent units via traversals
(Fig. 11), we used a simpler model with the class code having a capacity of 5 units, domain code
with 5 units and the noise code with the capacity of 15 units. This choice was made, because
with large number of latent units, it gets harder to observe the effect of traversals over units. Also,
disentanglement quality may suffer with large bottleneck size, effect of which we were interested
in observing in the visual analysis.
For the experiments with the Five-Digits dataset, we used a 3 layer deep convolutional neural
network(CNN), as referred from the other works. We use the symmetric decoder network. The
size of the bottleneck layer kept at 1024 units, with separate encoders i.e 3 CNN encoders trained
in parallel, extracting three codes, each of size 1024. A single decoder aggregates all three codes
to reconstruct the input. We use binary-cross-entropy loss as the reconstruction loss.
For Office-31 dataset, we use ResNet-50[19] architecture as an encoder. Because of resource
constraints, we use single shared encoder to extract the information about all three codes. As we
obtain 512 sized feature vector from the ResNet-101, we project these as three codes with three
separate branches. The size of each code is kept as 512 for fair comparison. The decoder architec-
ture we used in this is a simple 12 layers of Convolution, Batch Normalization, followed by ReLU
activation. The Decoder is kept shallow because of 1] resource constraints, 2] to avoid possible
posterior collapse like problems that are usually observed with very deep decoder architecture with
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VAEs.
For the data augmentation needed for the semi-supervised method, use used below set of trans-
formations, each of which is applied with the probability of 50%. random horizontal or vertical
Flips, random rotations within 45◦ on either side of the axis, random translation upto -10% to
+10% range, random scaling within 80% to 120% range.
Training schedule for backbone network and adversarial branches: As discussed, we have
adversarial components in our networks. We train adversarial branches in similar alternating fash-
ion as many GAN related works i.e. training the adversarial branch on the classification objective
for a few iterations and then training the backbone network for few iterations. We use separate
optimizers for training the adversarial branches, thus, only the weights in the adversarial branches
are updated to learn the classification objective. While the backbone network is trained, adversar-
ial loss is computed and backpropagated through the adversarial branches for backbone network
to create invariant representations. However, this adversarial loss does not update the weights of
the layers in the adversarial branches. All the trainable parameters of the adversarial branches are
’frozen’ while backpropagating the adversarial loss. For MNIST-Rotation dataset, we found it use-
ful to train backbone for 2 epochs and adversarial branches for 2 epochs. For VLCS, Five-Digits
office-31 datasets, we train backbone for 6 epochs and adversarial branches for 3 epochs, in an
alternating manner.
All classification-based loss are computed with binary cross entropy loss function. The regres-
sion adversarial losses are computed as the mean squared loss. For the reconstruction loss, we use
binary cross entropy loss, since we are using images scaled between 0 - 1 range. For the experi-
ments with the VLCS dataset, as DECAF features are not scaled, we use mean squared error loss
for the reconstruction objective.
For the β parameter as seen 9, we used value 1.0, except for the Office-31 dataset. For the
Office-31 dataset, we used 0.5 as the β-penalty for computing the KL-divergence for the class
code, and used the value 1.0 for the domain and the noise code. For all the datasets, we use α,
the shape-parameter of the beta distribution for mixup, as 1.0. Semi-supervised domain adaptation
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methods use multiple data augmentations to guess the labels of the unlabeled data sample. For
this purpose, we experimented with 2 and 4 augmentations for initial experiments and using four
augmentations was found to be marginally better than two augmentations. We used sharpening
parameter in 17 with the value of 1.
Rest of the hyper-parameters, such as learning rate, l2-penalty etc. were kept to the values
commonly found in other DG/DA methods and we did not tune them for a fair comparison.
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8 Results
8.1 Qualitative Results / Analysis
We perform visual analysis of the bottleneck layer of the VAE framework to validate our goal of
invariant and disentangled feature learning. We aim to this in two ways: 1] by analyzing image
reconstruction output of VAEs by manipulating the latent code and 2] by performing t-SNE(t-
stochastic neighbor embeddings) analysis over representations at the VAE bottleneck.
8.1.1 Reconstruction based analysis
We consider two ways to perform reconstruction based analysis: (a) Conditional generation, and
(b) Traversals over latent units.
Conditional Generation
In conditional generation, we switch the conditions or the latent code that is input the decoder and
observe the reconstruction. With disentangled representations between codes, we expect to see
domain related changes(for example, the rotation angle in case of MNIST-Rotation dataset) and no
object identity related changes (i.e. the digit identity). Similarly, when class code is changed, we
expect to see the change only in the class identity and not in the rotation angle. To do this, we will
fix two of the codes, class or domain or noise code, and sample from the different clusters learned
by the remaining third factor.
Figures 9 and 10 show initial results of successful disentanglement between class and the do-
main codes. In fig. 9, every three columns show reconstructions by a fixed sample from the class
code from three input images of that class and sample is taken from each of the cluster learned
by the domain(rotation angle in this case) related code. Noise code kept unchanged. While in fig.
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10, every three columns show reconstructions with a fixed sample from the domain related code
from three input images of that domain and sample is taken from each of the cluster learned by the
class(digit identity in this case) related code while Noise code kept unchanged.
Figure 9: Reconstructions with fixed sample from the class code and noise code while sampling
from switching domain code samples to represent rotation angles.
Figure 10: Reconstructions with fixed sample from the domain code and sampling from distribu-
tions of the class code.
Traversals over latent units
As discussed earlier, within each of the three codes, we can expect to see disentangled behavior
amongst different units. For example each unit in the class code may correspond to the change
in the specific digit identity. Since we are learning distributions for each of the latent units in
the VAE bottleneck layer, we can sample from the learned distributions. For more systematic
analysis, we can traverse from lower to higher sample values over the learned distributions for
each unit. We fix samples from rest of the units and analyze reconstruction by traversing one
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unit at a time. Figure 11 indicates example of traversals over each of the three codes. We can
see indication of disentanglement that class code traversals primarily encode change in the digit
identity, domain code traversals reflect change in rotation angles in the reconstruction and noise
code traversals result in change in minor factors like thickness of strokes, writing styles for digits
etc. and is insensitive to explicit rotation angles(domain) and digit identity(class). It’s worth noting
that, some rotation behavior seen in the noise code traversal is assumed to be caused by different
writing styles in the original images and not caused by the explicit rotations of images.
(a) Class Code Traversals (b) Domain Code Traversals
(c) Noise Code Traversals
Figure 11: Traversals over latent units in class code, domain code and the noise code. Each row
represents one unit in the bottleneck layer and each column is a sample. Sample values increase
from left to right. In this model, class code has 5 units, domain code has 5 units and noise code
has 15 units capacity.
8.1.2 Embedding t-SNE analysis
We will perform in-depth t-SNE analysis by plotting embeddings at the bottleneck layer of the
network. We can analyze these plots for class code, domain code and the noise code separately.
Color coding based on class identity and the domain identity of each of the data points would give
us two point of views of the embeddings.
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(a) Color Code: class-id (b) Color Code: domain-id
Figure 12: The embeddings generated at the class code. Well-separated clusters representing digit
identities are formed while being invariant to the domain identity. The first image is color coded
by the class-id of each of the inputs and the second image has each data point representing the
domain-id of the input data.
(a) Color Code: class-id (b) Color Code: domain-id
Figure 13: The embeddings generated at the domain code. Well-separated clusters representing the
domain identities are formed while being invariant to the domain identity. The first image is color
coded by the class-id of each of the inputs and the second image has each data point representing
the domain-id of the input data.
Figure 14 shows t-SNE plots before and domain adaptation. Network before adaptation is
uncertain about the new data samples and samples lie on the boundary of each clusters. As the
network adapts to the target domain, network becomes more and more confident and correct about
the samples from the target domain and target domain samples eventually merge almost completely
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into the class specific clusters. We also plan on presenting in depth analysis for both domain
generalization and adaptation scenarios.
(a) Before domain Adaptation (b) After domain Adaptation
Figure 14: t-SNE plots generated with the embeddings from the class-code. Domain label ’75’(red)
is the target domain in this case. Rest are the source domains that the model is trained with.
8.2 Quantitative Evaluation
As is the common practice in the literature, both generalization and the adaptation methods will be
evaluated and compared with other methods based on the top-1 classification accuracy metric. Neu-
ral network architectural choices will be made to allow fair comparison with other methods. We
also plan to perform a detailed ablation study demonstrating contribution of architectural choices,
data augmentation strategies employed for label guessing, and different components of the objec-
tive function. For the baseline of domain generalization approaches, we will use a neural network
trained with an i.i.d. assumption. For Domain adaptation, we will use our best domain general-
ization approach as a baseline, also referred to as ’Source-Only’. Apart from comparison with the
baseline and comparison of configurations in the ablation experiments, we will also compare our
approach with popular and state-of-the-art methods in the literature. For domain generalization
we can compare works presented in [34] , [17], [35], [6] etc.. For domain adaptation, some of the
comparison points can be the approaches presented in [16], [37], [44], [56], [8].
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Domain Generalization - MNIST Rotation
Target
Domain
DA[16] LG[46] HEX[53] ADV[53] DIVA[24] Ours
0◦ 86.7 89.7 90.1 89.9 93.5 89.7
15◦ 98.0 97.8 98.9 98.6 99.3 99.7
30◦ 97.8 98.0 98.9 98.8 99.1 99.2
45◦ 97.4 97.1 98.8 98.7 99.2 98.9
60◦ 96.9 96.6 98.3 98.6 99.3 99.3
75◦ 89.1 92.1 90.0 90.4 93.0 93.5
Table 1: Comparison of our approach with other state-of-the-art domain generalization methods
for the MNIST-rotation dataset where rotation angle is treated as a domain. Source domains are all
the domains, except the mentioned target domain, from the set (0◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦).







DANN[16]AGG JiGen[6] MASF Ours
V 63.9 67.7 66.4 65.4 70.62 69.14 70.87
L 60.1 62.6 64.0 60.6 60.9 64.90 63.84
C 89.1 94.4 92.6 93.1 96.93 94.78 93.1
S 61.3 64.4 63.6 65.8 64.30 67.64 65.28
Table 2: Comparison of our approach with other state-of-the-art domain generalization methods
for VLCS dataset.
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Source-Only 63.37 90.50 88.71 63.54 82.44
DANN [16] 71.30 97.60 92.33 63.48 85.34
JAN [37] 65.88 97.21 95.42 75.27 86.55
ADDA [52] 71.57 97.89 92.83 75.48 86.45
DCTN 70.53 96.23 92.81 77.61 86.77
MEDA 71.31 96.47 97.01 78.45 84.62
M3SDA[44] 72.82 98.58 96.14 81.32 89.58
Ours - Input Aug. 70.28 98.65 98.11 80.12 95.57
Ours - Domain Aug. 72.34 98.86 99.05 81.15 96.1
Ours - Input + Domain
Aug.
71.43 98.63 99.24 81.85 95.98
Table 3: Comparison of our approach with other state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods. ’In-
put Aug.’: 4 augmentations per sample in the input space. ’Domain Aug.’: 4 augmentations with
domain cluster sampling in the latent space. ’Latent Domain Aug.’: 2 input augmentations fol-
lowed by 2 domain augmentations per sample. Abbreviations: mt: MNIST, mm: MNIST-M, sv:
SVHN, sy: Synthetic-Digits, up: USPS.
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Domain Adaptation - Office-31
Method A→W D→W W→ D A→ D D→ A W→ A
Source-Only 68.4 96.7 99.3 68.9 62.5 60.7
RevGrad [15] 82.0 96.9 99.1 79.7 68.2 67.4
DANN[16] 80.5 97.1 99.6 78.6 63.6 62.8
JAN [37] 85.4 97.4 99.8 84.7 68.6 70.0
MADA [43] 90.0 97.4 99.6 87.8 70.3 66.4
CAN [26] 94.5 99.1 99.8 95.0 78.0 77.0
Ours - Input Aug. 93.7 98.87 99.83 93.48 80.38 77.51
Ours - Domain Aug. 92.88 98.96 99.73 93.57 80.11 77.48
Ours - Input + Domain
Aug.
93.17 99.18 99.87 93.51 80.32 77.78
Table 4: Comparison of the proposed approach with other domain adaptation methods. ’Input
Aug.’: 4 augmentations per sample in the input space. ’Domain Aug.’: 4 augmentations with do-
main cluster sampling in the latent space. ’Latent Domain Aug.’: 2 input augmentations followed
by 2 domain augmentations per sample. Abbreviations: A: Amazon, D: DSLR, W: Webcam
We perform ablation analysis of some of the components of the objective function deigned, for
the domain adaptation setting. We use the MNIST-Rotation for this purpose, to perform analysis
with lower compute requirements.
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Ablation Analysis
Description Top-1 Test Accuracy
(%) Test Domain: 75◦
DG w/o Adv. loss and mixup 91.1
DG w/ Adv. loss 92.73
DG w/ Adv. loss and mixup (α = 1.0) 93.5
DA w/o Adv. loss 95.26
DA w/ labeled Adv. loss 98.34
DA w/ regress. Adv. loss 97.93
DA w/ labeled and regress. Adv. loss 99.37
Table 5: Ablation Analysis of the components of the loss function for the DG and DA settings.
The ‘labeled Adv. loss’ refers to the adversarial loss assuming we know the domain label of the
new samples. The ‘regress. Adv. loss’ is the adversarial loss based on estimating the domain code
embeddings as explained in Section. 5.3.3. SSL Adaptation is done with with just standard input
augmentations method.
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9 Conclusion and Future Work
9.1 Conclusion
In this work, we presented a new approach for domain generalization and domain adaptation
framework, based on generative modeling and representation learning. The domain generaliza-
tion framework performs on par with the other state of the art methods while the domain adapta-
tion approach improves state of the art on multiple tasks. We also conducted in depth analysis of
the representations clusters learned by the neural network model validating the effectiveness of
components like mixup training and adversarial invariance learning objectives.
We presented an alternative to the input data augmentations needed for the semi-supervised
methods to perform label-guessing, called ’domain augmentation’; which results in improved com-
putational efficiency and performance of the semi-supervised domain adaptation methods. In ad-
dition, we presented a novel adversarial objective that works on the VAE latent space and without
explicitly needing the domain identity related information for the new samples to achieve domain
invariance.
9.2 Future Work
Although invariance based approaches seem to work well; it could be interesting to explore if we
can use the information about the class or cluster identities identities in richer manner. With ob-
jective functions that aim to achieve invariance, loose some of the information about the similarity
of inputs, that otherwise gets naturally encoded by the generative modeling. Such similarity in-
formation that may not be available in the labels, can possibly be useful to develop a new set of
generalization and adaptation methods.
One of the limitations of the proposed method is large number individual objectives, each of
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which has varying degrees of effect on performance. We performed a very limited hyper-parameter
tuning in this work, because of its expensive nature. Most of the tuning was limited to 1] scaling
of the classification and adversarial loss values for the class code and, 2] the training schedule.
Further improvements might be possible with more thorough hyper-parameter search.
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